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Abstract

This study presents Sindhi Handwritten Digits Recognition
using machine learning approaches. The purpose of this
study is to explore the different ML techniques to identify
its significance in the field of Sindhi handwritten digits
recognition. Handwritten digits recognition is one of the
important fields in Computer Science. In the past, a lot of
research work has been carried out regarding the recognition
of digits as well as the characters in various languages like
Urdu, English, Chinese, and Arabic. The literature review
suggests that limited work has been done on the Sindhi
language. In this study, the model is designed for the
recognition of Sindhi handwritten digits using K Nearest
Neighbor, Decision Tree, Multilayer Perception and
Random Forest Classifier. It is found that the performance
of the Random Forest Classifier and Decision Tree on Sindhi
Digits are more effective as compared to other approaches.
The study helps for improving the automatic learning for
Sindhi handwritten digits. It is recommended that RF and
DT Classifiers should be used in Sindhi handwritten digits
recognition. In the future, this research will pave the way to
recognize Sindhi characters through deep learning models.
Keywords — Sindhi digit Recogniation, , Numerals recognition,
Handwriten digits , Sindhi handwriten-digits, Machine learning
techniques

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Digit Recognition is art for identifying, detecting and
segmenting the digits from the image. The basic
phenomenon of the digit recognition system is recognizing
and detecting the digits from the input image then convert
that image into machine readable code or ASCII format.
However, this automation is more helpful for processing the
information between the human and machine. Since the last
decade, the scope of digit recognition is increasing day by
day due to the usage of a wide range of applications in the
computer science field. The handwriting digit recognition to
understand complex and intelligible inputs through the
machine. In the field of pattern recognition, the interest of
the research community high, for that reason the
applications and its applicability of recognition tools in
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different fields are increasing day by day. Hence, the more
flexible input devices and efficient data organization
techniques and processing methods are used. Instant
applications of the digit recognition techniques include
several fields and it may probably use for checks recognition
in banks and recognizing numbers of the car's plates, and
furthermore, its used in postal mail sorting for ascending and
descending order, and last, the automatically address reading
and mail routing, etc.
Optical character recognition (OCR) is one of the most
successful pattern recognition applications and handwritten
digit recognition [3]. And its active topic in research for
OCR learning and classification. In past years, various
methods have been implemented to analysis or test case the
theories of many patterns’ detection and machine learning
techniques. Furthermore, to promote the research culture in
machine learning and pattern detection, there are many
standard databases have designed in which digits of
handwritten are processed, with normalization and
segmentation. Therefore, many researchers have compared
the results with respect to common factors. For the research
purpose, one of the most famous and free MNIST
handwritten digits database available for fast testing the
machine learning algorithms. In different digit recognition,
the major task is the variance of class. Sometimes, this
variance comes through a single and different person.
Because the person does not write the same digits always in
the same way in the different time slot it may have format
changes. So, therefore, various feature extraction methods
have been designed for suggesting and describing shape
invariance of class. And enhancing the discrimination ability
within in class. [1] As the experiment depicted that to
identifying the local structure, feature direction and
moreover curvature features are more important. The
performance related to accuracy and efficiency has been
improved for the usage of these features [1]. Sindhi is an
Indo-Aryan and ancient Indus valley language having 100
years old history and its official language of the province of
Sindh, Pakistan. It is a widely spoken language, especially
in Pakistan and India. As per the researchers [1-2], this
language is spoken round about 40 million peoples of India
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within the different states and Pakistan in the province of
Sindh. And however, this language is taught as a basic
language in primary schools at public and private sectors in
the province of Sindh, Pakistan. [2]
The Sindhi Language has a complex structure of numbers
and characters, therefore, it’s very much difficult to extract
the exact features from online Sindhi handwritten. The
writing style of Sindhi digits is the same just like Farsi and
Arabic Numerals. Writing with a digital pen or stylus tool
it’s easy to write the different numbers of touch screen or
touchpad. As scripts of Arabic and Farsi are just like the
same, but some of the digits are written in the form of old
traditional Arabic style. Some Sindhi numbers are such as ‘۴’
and ‘۵’ are written in different formats. And moreover, these
digits are also similar just like Hindi and Urdu digits but
there is a small difference in writing style.
II.

RELATED WORK

Limited work has been done on Sindh language even the
speakers of this language are million, although more
research work has been other languages. Gorgevik at el [7]
designed the handwritten digit recognition system for roman
numbers using a support vector machine. They extracted 4
different features from the input image, namely contour
profiles, projection histograms, ring-zone, and last kirsch
features. The model showed 97.27%-digit detection
accuracy on the national digits recognition database NIST
[8]. The framework max-min posterior has been designed by
Chen et al [9]. This model used posterior pseudo
probabilities for the detection of handwritten digits from the
input image. They pull out (256) directional dimension
features from the image pattern, and moreover, the extracted
features have converted into 128 set by implementing
Principal component analysis (PCA). With the NIST dataset,
the model reported the accuracy of recognition of 98.76%
[8]. The spare coding method is suggested by labusch et al
[10]. The model extracted the important features using
(SVM) support vector machine classifier. They reported the
model recognition accuracy of 99.41% on the modified or
improved version of the NIST handwritten database
(Modified-NIST) [11]. The research work described in [12]
merged three different recognizers by high voting,
dimensionality reduction of PCA and the other one is four
orientations based on kirsch gradient, and the last one is
classification through SVM. The model reported the
accuracy of recognition 95.05% and with error 0.93% on
10,000 test data samples of the MNIST dataset. Mane et al
[13]. They proposed an elastic image matching technique for
handwritten digits recognition-based Eigen deformation.
Therefore, the selection of the automatic deformation of
elastic matching is based on the principal component
analysis.The results are reported the overall accuracy of 94%

on self-collected dataset individuals of the profession
experiments. The presented work Cruz et al. [14] evaluated
the six different features using ensemble classifiers for the
handwritten digit detection system. The extracted features
are modified edge maps, structural characteristics, Multi
zoning, projections, concavities measurements, and last one
gradient directional. The model accuracy and rate of
recognition is 99.68% on training and testing, 60,000 images
samples of training and 10,000 for testing of Modified NIST
dataset [4].
Kapoor et al [5] presented model used a neural network for
deeply analysis the handwritten digit recognition. And that
model chose the main concept of the back propagation for
selection of a suitable model of the simulation model, which
basically recognizes the different digits. And moreover. The
simulation of the back-propagation model achieved good
accuracy compared to the other different techniques. The
model used a handwritten input image with the help of image
editor or paintbrush which checked against testing and
training ready set. The model simulation also used in
different applications like visual classification and different
entities possible variations also an example of signature
pattern matching and alphabet handwritten recognition. And
moreover, this simulation can further extend to understand
different characters of various languages (characters, Urdu).
Fatahi at el [6] proposed the SNN model. There no dataset
available for evaluation of the performance of the SNN
model. The suggested model used Event-driven MNIST
(evt_MNIST). This dataset consists of all testing and
training sets. The dataset is designed Matlab file format and
it’s used by the brain [20] and for the MATLAB, related to
the single image we have a collection of the 100 ms spikes
to training collective all the pixels that trained is 1KHZ. The
results show the generated spike sequences have Poisson
distribution. And therefore, the model basically satisfactory
for the simulation spikes that is a loophole in the cortex. This
model presents a back propagation to handwritten digit
recognition and for the data, we have required minimal
preprocessing, but the network structure was fully
constrained and highly focus on designed based tasks. The
model used an input collection of various normalized images
of separated digits. And it shows a 1% error rate and 9% of
the rejection of the zip codes provided by US postal serves.
[15]
III.

METHODLOGY

.
In this section Sindhi handwritten numerals samples were
collected from the difference students on A-4 size paper.
Every samples are written grid form of equal width and
height. During the sample collection student can write the
samples in any style or size. The obtained samples collected
from the 400 students, and secondly inputs are process with
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noise. These noise features are added during the writing of
samples in different size or invariant size of input image.
The OpenCV image denoising filters are used for removing
the noise from the images. Some preprocessing approaches
are performed in order improving the quality of grayscale
input image by removing the unwanted pattern and
irreverent bit patterns from the image which is basically case
of the noise.
A. K-NN Algorithm
KNN (K Nearest Neighbor) algorithm is a simplistic
approach for learning purposes. Its non-parametric
technique mostly implements for regression and
classification. Somehow this method is called a lazy learner
method .and furthermore, the functionality of KNN is based
on the feature similarity function.
This model trained on training samples once it’s fully trained
then it will identify the similar samples in test data [18]. The
KNN working mechanism set based on the K points in the
handwritten digit recognition dataset. So, therefore, the
method predicts those digits they are most close to K and it
estimates the majority votes of the closest points. The core
suggestion of the KNN is basically assigned a specific class.
And however, that specific class more deeply represents the
closest neighbor. The model KNN computes the similarity
with help distance equations and that distance related to the
single test examples z= (x’, y’) and complete training
example. (x, y) D to decide the most closed neighbor DZ.
Algorithm 01: K Nearest Neighbor
Procedure of KNN
1

197

are used by DT classifier to extract information, digit
recognition, text predictive and machine learning [17]. The
research study attention on the hunt’s algorithm to create
multiple decision trees based on sprevious existing DT’s
simulation algorithm with C4.5. The Weka DM tool is called
J48 is an open source tool for employing the C4.5 algorithm
[18]. The working procedure of the algorithm, first, picks the
parameters for the root node and builds a branch for a single
attribute. The approach preferred best split selection from
the dataset by assessing uncleanness for each child nodes.
The equations for GINI, entropy and child nodes for
computing the uncleanness degree, normally C4.5 approach
is used entropy.
Algorithm 02: Decision Tree Classifier
S1 where set of classified instances
S ≠ Null number of attributes > 0
1

Procedure of Decision tree

2

Repeat

3

gainMax⃪0

4

split⃪ null

5

e⃪ Entropy of attributes

6
7
8
9

Compute for all attributes α in S (store in A)
Split(S, new A)
Till all trees partition
End Procedure

K = nearest neighbor and D represent size
samples

2
3
4
5

Repeat test sample z=(x’,y’) do
Compute the distance d(x’,x) and (x, y)ÎD.
Dz Í D the set of K nearest training to z
End Procedure

B. Decision Tree Classifier
The decision tree classifier is part of supervised learning.
Like other different supervised learning algorithms exits in
machine learning and other fields. The approach most used
for solving the classification and regression problems. The
main objective is creating the training model which basically
predicts the class or targeted values of learning decision
rules that inferred from training and past data. The core
object of the model is creating a small tree that can classify
the unknown class or instance by determining the list of the
rules the handwritten digits dataset. Multiple different tools

C. Multi-layer Perceptron Classifier
A multi-layer perceptron is a multilayered and feed forward
supervised neural network used for the text or data
classification. The MLP neural network consists of multiple
nonlinear layers which are the input layer and required one
or more hidden and the output layers. The model MLP used
activation function on the hidden layer for creating nonlinear
in data such as tan-sigmoid and sigmoid. The activation
function characterized every neuron on the network and
moreover, all neuron relates to the next layer [19].
Furthermore, every single neuron is connected and
characterized by synaptic weight and its simple weight
factor. The structure and configuration MLP are based on
artificial neural network technique. The L resented by
several layers in the network, the first input layer, and output
and last layer output. L-1th hidden layers from to -1,
Furthermore, the network shows are fully interconnected
allowing every neuron in the network relates to the next
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network layer. The model manages the forward
communication between input and output layer with support
possible hidden layers. [19] And furthermore the signals are
moves, the inputs move onward direction with the support
of the network.
Algorithm 03: Multilayer Perceptron Classifier
Dataset of Training
Dataset of Testing
Procedure of Decision tree
1
Input Layer
L MLP classifier
Training dataset of S;
Labels Y
2
Repeat
3

Split the m

6

{Tb}B

7
8
9

Till output trees
End Procedure

IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Sindhi handwritten digit dataset contains 30,000 records
with dimension 32* 32 grayscale images in the distribution
of 10 classes (0 – 9). The size of each class varies. Figure 1
shows the overall classes and their size of the digits.

Train Classier Sk via L

4

End repeat
L (output)

5

End Procedure

D. Random Forest Classifier
The random forest is an ensemble learning method used for
regression and classification. This method combines
Breiman's bagging sample methodology, and selection some
random features that introduced by independently. In
general terms RF is combination of the L tree-structured
classifiers {h(x, Θk)} such as k=1 to L, where x is input and
Θk independent identically distributed vectors, with the
respect of definition context, we can say that RF is the family
of the different methods which basically exist in different
algorithms. And this method uses a bagging approach for the
selection of some random features. [16] The main stage of
this model is based on training which consists of the multiple
trees and, for addition, every segment is trained on bootstrap
samples. This principle shows a bagging method combine
with CART - like induction. Somehow this induction
method called is RF where working mechanism based on
CART based Algorithm and that updated the feature
selection on every node.
Algorithm 04: Random Forest Classifier
Training samples
Testing samples
1

Procedure of Decision tree

2

Repeat

3

Bootstrap Z* the size of N

4

Tb min node n min

5

m random variables, p variables

Figure. 1 Size of Dataset with labels
The whole dataset is divided into two parts (training and
testing). There are 23000 samples of training images and
7000 test images. And furthermore, every single digit image
consists of 1024 features that represent grayscale properties.
The size of digit images is normalized and centered with the
fixed size. The digit image of Sindhi handwritten is centered
in dimension 32 by 32-pixel image by computing the center
mass of the various pixels and moves the position of the
pixel in the center of the 32 x 32 field. The focus of this
research study is to find similarities between the shapes of
Sindhi numerals. Figure 2 shows some random samples of
handwritten digits from the dataset.
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classifier and Decision tree provide high accuracy or
recognition rate for Sindhi handwritten numerals as
compared to other ML techniques. it was noticed that the
testing accuracy at 8500 samples of model recognizing the
digits are more effectively. The correct predictions of the
handwritten digits are shown in Figure 4. Figure 3 shows the
accuracy of all classes on the Random forest classifier, the
model on the diagonal side shows the actual label or correct
prediction of classes from (٠-٩). These recognition
accuracies depend on the size of samples. As Figure 5
represents the accuracy of all classes on the RF classifier.
The size of the samples is varied in class to class. Some asses’
samples are high, and some are low. However, the size of
class six and seven are greater than the other eight classes.
Therefore, the prediction accuracy of class six and seven are
better than other class, comparatively.

Fig. 2 Random Samples of handwritten digits from dataset
The handwritten digits are not always of the same size, width,
orientation and justified to margins as they differ from
writing of person to person, so the general problem would
be while classifying the digits due to the similarity between
digits such as ١ and ٧, ۵ and ٦, ٣ and ٨, ٢ and ۵, ٢ and ٧, etc.
This problem is faced more when many people write a single
digit with a variety of different handwritings. Lastly, the
uniqueness and variety in the handwriting of different
individuals also influence the formation and appearance of
the digits. In the content of pixel to pixel comparison of two
or more images. They are a lot of difference between the
same image’s pixels, but in the human eye, somehow both
are same images. Hence, we find some new approaches that
correctly identified the labels.
In this section, the performance of proposed model on Sindhi
handwritten digits approaches is evaluated experimentally
using 8500 test samples. The Recognition model is
implemented on google colab laboratory with GPU
configuration. And the results are the performed-on
grayscale images with range (0-255) for black and white
color. The size of images is 32 * 32 (width, height). The
accuracy rate is used as assessment criteria of measuring the
recognition performance of the proposed model. The below
graphs are depicted the results of the following approaches:
K Nearest Neighbor, Decision Tree, Multilayer Perception
and Random Forest Classifier. Furthermore, it can be
observed from Figure 6 that the accuracy of tested models
for digit recognition also varies with different machine
learning techniques. However, obtained accuracies are 74%,
95%, 82% and 96% for classifier KNN, DT, MLP, and
Random forest. Comparatively, The Random forest

Figure 3. Recognition rate of (٠-٩) Classes on Random
Forest Classifier

Figure 4. Random Forest Classifier generate results
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Arabic and Urdu digits. However, the writing style and
direction of Sindhi digits are different from Arabic and Urdu
digits. The total 30000 digits samples are collected from the
students of different institutions. The samples were taken on
A4 size paper by dividing the page in the grid form and
furthermore each student could write a sample in any style
and size. The dataset divides into training and testing which
comprises of 30% for testing and 70% for training. The
proposed model implemented on K Nearest Neighbor,
Decision tree, Multilayer perception, and Random Forest
Classifier. The results show that the Accuracy of KNN
(0.74%), DT (0.95%), MLP (0.82%) and Random forest
(0.96%). The RF and DT classifier provides a high accuracy
recognition rate for Sindhi handwritten numerals as
compared to other ML techniques. However, the recognition
rate for style and shape matching digits was low. There are
many issues in Sindhi scripts because that language is
complex in syntax structures.
Figure 5. The Accuracy of (٠-٩) classes on Random Forest
Classifier
.
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